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In [ 11, a class of finite dimensional non-associative unital @-algebras with 
involution was studied, where @J is a field of characteristic #2 or 3. The 
algebras in this class, called structurable algebras, are important from the 
point of view of Lie algebra constructions (see [2, 4, 51). The class includes 
as examples all unital Jordan algebras (with the identity map as involution), 
all unital associative algebras with involution, and all octonion algebras, as 
well as some simple unital algebras with involution that are not power 
associative (see [ 1, Sect. 81). In this paper, we study notions of inverse and 
isotope (the conjugate inverse and conjugate isotope) for structurable 
algebras. These isotopes agree with classical isotopes in the first three 
examples mentioned above (see Sections 7 an 10). We also study 
generalizations of some of the basic tools used in the investigation of 
isotopes of Jordan algebras, including isotopies, the structure group, and 
operators satisfying the fundamental formula. 
Kantor [4] earlier introduced a class of algebras called conservative 
algebras that are closely related to structurable algebras. Indeed if (,Oe, -) is 
a structurable algebra, then a new multiplication T can be defined on ~2 by 
defining xTy:= V,,,y=xy+ y(x-2) for x, YEd, where 
VX,Y E End,(&) is defined by V,,,z : = (xp) z + (~7) x - (zX) y and 1 is the 
unit element for (~2, -). A? together with the multiplication T is a conser- 
vative algebra, which we call the associated conservative algebra. While the 
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ulti~l~catio~ T is not the natural one in examples, it does play an ~rn~~rt~~t 
role in the study of isotopes. Indeed if u is conjugate i~ve~tibie then the ti- 
conjugate isotope of (~2, -) is defined in such a way that its a$s~ci~ted 
Conservative algebra is a right homotope (in the sense of is]) of the conser- 
vative algebra associated with (,lp, -). Thus, before i~tr~d~ci~g the notions 
of conjugate inverse and conjugate isotope, we use some identities of or 
to establish a 1-l correspondence between str~ct~rablc 
vative aigebras of order 2 with left unit element (see 
correspondence sends (&: -) to its associated conservative algebra. 
Tbr~~g~out the paper, we assume that @ is apa assoeia&ive ~a~~~tat~~g 
ring wi&h unit element and that @ contains 4 apzd i. We also assume that S/ 
@-module. Except in the examples in Set 
is a field and & is finite dimensional over 
otheses were assumed throughout [ 1) 21, 
papers occurred in early sections [ 1, Sects. 
use the extra hypotheses. 
1. STRUCTURABLE ALGEBRAS 
efine Alg,(&) := Horn&&‘, End,&&‘)). If A E A&@‘), we call t 
pan (dp A) an algebra over @ (on ~2). In that case, we set A, := A(x), 
XAy :=Axy, [x, ylA := xAy -yAx, and [x, y, z], := (xAy)Az -xA(y/dz) for 
x, y, z E -4. 
Suppose L E Alg,(&‘), 1 E &, and r E End,(&). e say (&,L, 1, r) is 
a stru~t~rable algebra (over @) if 
(I) 1 is a unit element for (32, L), 
(II) t is an involution for (xz’, L), i.e., ? = Id and r(xLy) = (ry) 
for X,4;EET 
Suppose (~4, L, 1, z) is any quadruple, where L E Alg,,&), 1 E d, and 
z E End,(&). We define operators Ux,r, U, E End,(sP) by 
~.& : = Vx,zY and u, := U,?, 
for x, y, z E &“, where V,,, is defined as in (III). f DO ~bigu~ty exists, we 
often write xy := xLy, X := zx, [x, y ] := [x, y]L, [x, y, z] := [x, y, ZJL, for x, 
y, z E d, and (~2, -) := (M’, L, 1, r). En that case 
v,,,z = (XJ) z + (ZJq x - (ZX) y. 
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If E E End, (&‘), we define ES and E’ E End, (J@‘) by 
E’x := Ex + xEi and E’x:=Ex-(El)x-mx 
for x E s4. 
Suppose (&, L, 1, r) is structurable. Then (in the terminology of [4, 5]), 
the product (x, y, z) -+ V,,, z is a generalized Jordan ternary product, i.e., 
K,,, kvl = b&W - Jc,v,.,,w (1) 
for x, y, w E J [ 1, Corollary 51. The structure Lie algebra, denoted here by 
Strl(&‘, -), is defined to be set of all E E End,(&) such that 
for x, y E &‘. Then Strl(&, -) is a Lie subalgebra of End,(d)- and E -+ E’ 
is an automorphism of period 2 of Strl(&, -) [ 1, Corollary 51. Moreover 
since 
it follows from (1) that I’,,, E Strl(&‘, -) for x, y E J. Finally if 
E E Strl(&‘, -), then ES stabilizes 9, 
E(sx) = E’(s) x + SE’(X), E’{x, y} = {Ex, Y} + {x, EY} (2) 
and 
v:,g=- {X,SYl (3) 
for x, y E ~2, and s E Y, where {x, y} := XJ~ - yX. (See [ 1, Corollary 4; 2, 
Lemma 1, Formula 41.) 
2. HOMOTOPES 
For A E Alg,(xZ) and E E End,(&), we define E . A E Alg,(d) by 
x(E . A) y := E(xAy) - (Ex) Ay - XA (Ey) 
for x, y E ~8’. Then, Alg,(&) is an End&&)-module under the action 
(E,A)+E.A. (See [4,6], h w ere this action is studied.) For x E & and 
A, B E Alg,(d), define 
AxB := -A, . B. 
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Then, 
(Ax@, = - [A,, BY] f (43 
for x, y E .M, A, B E Alg@(&‘). It is then straightforward to verify that 
xA(yBz) - yB(xAz) - (xAy) Bz = - y(A 
and (5) 
Ax(ByC) - By(AxC) - (AxB) yC = - 
for x, y, z E d, A, B, C E Alg,(&). 
Suppose A f Alg,(xZ). Then, for z E &‘, define ib’ E Alg,(&) by 
A’ := AzA. 
(A’), = - IA,,A,l +A,,, 
and (63 
xA’y = xA(zAy) + [z, x, yjA 
for x, y, z E &‘. We call A’ the z-homotope of A. (This is the rig 
homotope sf A introduced in [9].) 
3. THE ASSOCIATED CONSERVATIVE HLGEBR~~ 
Suppose TE Alg,(d). T is said to be co~~e~~tive 14 
% E Alg,(&) such that 
TxTy = Txsy (7 
for x, y E ~2. We then call (JZ@‘, T) a conservative algebm. We say T 
(or(M, T)) is of (negative) order 2 if 
ix, [~>zlrlT+ W?Y,Z],+ [v,x~zl,=~ @> 
for x, y, z E &. We use this terminology since Mantor has ~onst~~~ted from 
T a Z-graded Lie algebra @ C %( in such a way that Pi = 0 for i Q - 3 if 
and only if (8) is satisfied [4, Sect. 41. For brevity we often omit the 
adjective “negative.” As observed in [4, Sect. 2.3], Conservative algebras 
arise naturally from generalized Jordan ternary products. In the case of 
str~~turab~e algebras we have in particular: 
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PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose (.B?, L, 1, r) is a stmcturable algebra. Define 
TE Ak,W3 by 
xTy := Vx,l y = xy + y(x - 2) (9) 
for x, y E &. Then, (M’, T) is a conservative algebra of order 2 with left unit 
element 1. 
ProoJ: Suppose u, x, y, z E &‘. Then, {x, { y, z} u} = - Vf,U{ y, Z} (by 
(3)) = - 1 V,,,Y, z} - {Y, Vx,uz} (by (2)). Hence, {x3 {Y, ~1~1 u + 
{ V,,,y,zj u + {y, VX,Uz) u = 0. In view of the fact that VY,Uz - V,,,y = 
{ y, z} u, this equation says that the product (x, y) + V,,, y (for fixed u) is of 
order 2. Taking u = 1, T is of order 2. 
Next we have (Ty), = - [T,, TX] + Tyrx (by (6)) = - [VY,l, V,,,] + 
V V,.lX,l - - K,yI,,I. Hence, 
WY), = Y-w, y (10) 
for x, YE&. Thus, (TxTY), =- [TX, (TY),] + (TY)xTz (by (4))=- [ Vx,l, 
Vz,v,yl + Vvx,,r,u,y (by (lo)) = Vr,v,,,u,y (by PI)). But u, is invertible 
( since U, = 2r - Id) and so we may define S E Alg,(zZ) by 
S, := U;‘V,,,V, for x E &. Then, the above calculations show that (7) 
holds and so T is conservative. Finally, since rl = 1, we have 1 Ty = y for 
yE-@f. I 
If (d, L, 1, r) is a structurable algebra and T E Alg,(d) is defined by 
(9), we call (_pP, T) the associated conservative algebra. 
4. THE CORRESPONDENCE 
Suppose throughout this section that (_,P, T) is a conservative algebra of 
order 2 with left unit element 1. We show using some definitions and iden- 
tities of Kantor [4] that (,P, T) is the associated conservative algebra of a 
unique structurable algebra. Since [4] is not available everywhere, we 
include proofs of the identities used. 
LEMMA 4.1. The left unit element for (~2, T> is unique. 
Prooj Suppose 1’ is a second left unit element for (&, 7). Putting 
x = l’, y = l’, and z = 1 in (8) gives 3 1 = 31’ and so 1 = 1’. 1 
Define pT E End,(&) by 
p,x := xT1 
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for x E &. Putting x = 1, 2 = 1 in (8) yields 
p; - 4p, + 3rd = 0. 
Hence, pT is invertible with 
efine siT, u, E End,@‘) by 
TT := 21d - pr, csT := &z-~. (13) 
Then, pr, z~, and crT are pairwise commuting endomorp oreover, oy 
(iI>> 
T; = Id, (14) 
and, since isr(2r, _ Id) = pf $(2r, - Id) = p; ‘(21 - fT) = p; lp* = Id, we 
htiVi2 
uT = (22, - Id)-’ = fId + $r, = $Id - 9~~’ (15) 
If we put z = 1 in (8) and use r, = 21d - pT, we obtain 
for x, y E 3?. Finally it follows from (14) that 
Jd=RT@cYT, 
whereZT= jxE&/t+=x} and 3$=jxE&/z,x=-xx). 
The importance of the endomorphisms pT, rT9 and ~a, is suggested by: 
LEMMA 4.2. u (cd, T) is the conservative aigeb~a ~s~o~i~ted with (;: 
~t~~ct~rab~e algebra (sf, L, 1, t), then z1 = r’, ur = U;“, and 
for x, y,z E af. Moreover, fir x EJ$V$, y E d, 
xLy = xTy ifx E 2& 
(1X) 
= XT(UT y) - qu, y) TX ifx E LZT~ 
ProoJ If x E. &, tTx = 2x - xT1 = 2x - Vx,l I = rx. Since U1 = 2r - 
we have oTT = U;” (by (15)). In view of (IO) thi vet.4 (17). Ifx EST, (18) 
folBows immediately from (9). Suppose x E PT. en, by (9), xTy = xLy i 
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2yLx and yTx=yLx +xL(y - zy) for y E yc4. Hence, xTy - 2yTx = 
xL((2z - Id) y). Again by (15), we have (18). D 
LEMMA 4.3. (Kantor [4, Formulas 1.21, 4.81). (i) If x EZ~, y E S$, 
then 
[TX, Tyl = TbTy-YTX’ (19) 
(ii) If 5’ E Alg,(.M) satisfies (7), then 
XSY = 0,((v) W;‘Y)) (20) 
for x, y E sf’. Consequently S is uniquely determined by T. 
Proof: For pT, rT, uT, Z*, and S$, we write p, r, cr, Z, and 9. Observe 
that if x E &, (Tx)1 = - [TX, T,] + TxTl (by (6)) and so 
0’7, = To,. (21) 
But then if x, y E &, we have TDcxs,,) = (Txsy), = (TxTy), (by (7)) = 
- IT,, VYhI + (TY),m (by (4)) = - [To To,1 + VY),, C-v (21)) = 
- [TX1 ToyI - [Ty, T,,l + TyTcpx#y (6)). Hence, for x, Y E d, 
[TX, TOYI - L TYI = ~yTh+p~xSy). (22) 
If x E Z, y E Lsa, then px = x and py = 3y (by (13)). Thus, by (22), we 
obtain [TX, T,] = T, for some z E L&‘. Now if we apply both sides of this 
equation to 1, we obtain pz = xT@y) - yT@x) = 3xTy - yTx. But 
3xTy - yTx is fixed by r (by (16)) and so it is fixed by p and p-r. Thus, 
z = 3xTy - TX and we have (19). 
Since o = p-lr, (20) is the same as 
PWY) = $(7x) T@-‘~1). (23) 
To prove (23), we may assume x, y E Z U 9. If x, y E Z, then px = x and 
py = y and so yTx - p(xSy) = 0 (by (22)). Hence, p(xSy) = yTx = r(xTy) 
(by (16)) = r((rx) T(a-‘y)) (by (15)). The argument is the same if x, y E 9. 
Assume next that x E Z and y E 9. Then, px = x and py = 3y and so 
T yTX--p~XSy~ = 2[T,, Tyl (by (22)) = TsxTy-2yTx (by (19)) and so PWY) = 
3yTx - 6xTy = - 3r(xTy) (by (16)) = r((rx) T(a-‘y)) by (15)). A similar 
argument works if x E 9, y E R. 1 
In [4, Proposition 41, Kantor showed that the ternary product (x, y, z) + 
xYTYz is a generalized Jordan ternary product. It is useful for us to 
formulate this fact as follows: 
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COROLLARY 4.4. Let 0 = oT. If x, y, z E dg then 
Proo$ First of all, TxlTy = - (PII . Ty = - To, . TY (by (21)) = 
;T(px) TY = p=)SY (by (7)) for x, y E lop. Thus, if we define A E 
by xAy := @x) Sy, we have 
TX1 Ty = FAy. W! 
ence, TX(ITyl) T’= - TY1(TXIT) + T”l(T 
>) = TxAsz (by (25) and (6)) for x, y, z E _pB. 
a-%-‘y = o-‘y (by (14)). Hence, T”(a.‘y) T” = 
where w = (ox) AuZY(oz). We require w = a(~ 
that a(xTy.z) = (OX) AuY(oz) for x, y, z E J@‘. t by (6), this will fohow if we 
have a(pTq) = (ap) A(oq) for p, q E d. But 
(20). we obtain a(pTq) = (tp) $(a~) = (pap) 
~~EO~~~ 4.5. Suppose (d, T) is a c~~~e~v~t~ve dgebra of order 2 with 
left unit element. Then, there exists a unique ~tr~ct~~ab~e algebra whose 
associated conservative algebra is (d’, T). 
PvooJ We once again suppress the subscript T in the notation for F, 0, z, 
etc. Uniqueness follows from Lemmas 4.1 and 4.2. 
SB =A?@ 9, there exists a unique L E Aig,(d 
that (&‘, L, 1, r) is the required structurable aige 
First of all observe that for x, y E ~2 
xTy = xy + y(x - 2). (26) 
To see this we can assume x, y E A?U Y. If x E 9, y E Z, then 
xy + y(x - 2) = xy + 2yx = XT@) - 2(0y) TX + 2yTx (by (18)) = xry - 
2yTx + 2yTx = xTy. The other three cases are checked in a similar fashion 
Thus, it remains to show that (&, L, I, r) is structurable. 
To verify (II), we must show r(xy) = (ry)(rx) for x9 y E ~2, 
we may assume x, y EZU 9. If x E 9, y ES? then r(xy) = 
z(xTy - 2yTx) (by (18)) = - 2xTy + 3yTx - 2(2yTx -xTy) (by (16)) = 
- yTx = - yx (by (26)) = (ry)(rx). The other three cases are similar and so 
we have (II). Since 1 E 3, we have ly = y (by (18)) for y E d. Therefore, 
in view of (II), we have (I). 
To verify (III), we first show that 
and 
xTy - y7”“x = (XT - yX) % 
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for y, z E &. Indeed, we have xT”‘y - yT”‘x = - (cm) T[x, ylr + 
[x, (uz) Tylr + [(a~> TX, YIT (by (6)) = - +z) T[x, ~1, + Lx, YIT T@z) (by 
(8)). Put s := [x, ylT = x7- yX (by (26)). Then, by (II), rs =-s and so 
xT=y - yT=x = - 2(oz) Ts + sT(az) = s(2mz - oz) (by (26)) = sz (by 
(15)). Therefore, we have (27). To prove (28), we set q := xTDyz + yTuXz. 
Then, 
q = - (oy) T(xTz) + xT((oy) Tz) + ((oy) TX) Tz - (ox) T(yTz) 
+ VT(@) Tz) + ((ox) TY) Z-Z. (29) 
We may assume x, yEGS?UP. If x, yER, then ox=x and ay=y 
and so q = (yTx) Tz + (xTy) Tz = (xy t yx) Tz (by (26)) = (xy t yY> Tz = 
(W+Y~ z (by (26)) since x7 t yZER (by (II)). If x, y E 9, the 
calculation is similar. Thus, we may assume x E Z, y E Y. Then, (TX = x 
and oy = - f y, and so q = - j(xT(yTz) - yT(xTz)) t (xTy - SyTx) TX (by 
(29)) = - J(3xTy - yTx) Tz t (xTy - fyTx) Tz (by (19)) = (-3xTy t 
yTx) Tz = (-xy t yz) Tz (by (26)) = (x7 -I- yZ> Tz = (xj t yf) z as above. 
Thus, we have (28). 
Adding (27) and (28) gives 
(x7) z = j(xTuZy - yT”‘x f xTuyz + yTuXz) 
for x, Y, z E d. Hence, V,,,z = (xJ) z + (Z-P) z - (~2) y = xTuyz for 
x,y,zEd. Therefore, [V,, y, VZ,,] q = xTuY(zTuWq) - zTuW(xTuYq) = 
(xTuyz) Tuwq - z(TuYxT”“‘) q (by (5)) = (xYyz) TuWq - zTuCYTXw)q (by 
K,Y,,xw ) q for x, y, z, w, q E M’. This proves (1) and hence 
5. THE ALGEBRAS T@) 
For the rest of the paper, we assume (d, L, 1, z) is a structurable algebra 
and (d, T) is its associated conservative algebra. For brevity, we write 
(&, -) instead of (k, L, 1, r). We also write p, (T, r, 3, and 9 for pT, or, 
rT, Z=, and YT, respectively. 
If u E -r4, we define TtU) E Alg,(&) by T(‘) := T”’ or equivalently (by 
(17)) 
xT’~‘~ = V,,, y. (30) 
The case when T@) has a left unit element u is of special interest. As in [4, 
Sect. 2.31 (where the case v = u was considered for generalized Jordan 
ternary products) we have: 
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ProoJ have seen in the first part of the proof of proposition 3.1 that 
FU) is of 0 2. Moreover, if we know that L?, is invertible, the second part 
of that proof goes through as well (with I re laced by 2( and T replaced by 
FU)) to prove that 2”(” is conservative. 
Let v be a left unit element for T’“‘. Then, the argument in Section 4 
(which used only that the algebra is of order 2 and has a left unit element) 
ws that the map pTtU) E End,(J) defined by ,L+X = V 
P’,.,=Id and so [Vx,Y7 V,,,,] =O for x, yE&‘. Thus, 
for x, y E ~8. Putting y = u in (3 1) and applying both si 
P&, = up, * 
Thus, U, is onto and VU is 1-I. But since Fx,Y = - VyT, for x, y E sf, 
V,,, = Id implies vu,, = Id. (33) 
ay interchange the roles of v an 
emark. If we define an isotope of A E Alg,(&‘) t e a homotop~ A” 
such that A’ has a left unit element, then it follows fro Theorem 4.5 and 
Proposition 5.1 that the class of conservative algebras econd order with 
left unit element is closed under the taking of isoto 
6. THE CONJUGATE INVERSE 
If U, u E JYY and V,,, = Id, we say that u is ~onj~~~~~ revertible in (d’, -) 
with conjugate inverse v in (,,P, -). If no ambiguity exists, we often omit the 
phrase in (~8’~ -). The term conjugate inverse is suggested by the fact that if 
(d, -) is a unital associative algebra wit involution and u E & is inver- 
tible, then Vu. ,,11 = Id. 
LEMMA 6.1. Suppose u, v E d. Then: 
v is a conjugate inverse for u in (d, -> if ad aniy z$ v is a l&t 
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(ii) u has at most one conjugate inverse in (d, -). 
(iii) If v is a conjugate inverse for u in (d, -), then u is a conjugate 
inverse for v in (22, -). 
Proof This follows from (30), Lemma 4.1, and (33). 1 
Suppose u is conjugate invertible in (~2, -). We denote its conjugate 
inverse in (~8, -) by 6. By Proposition 5.1, U,, is invertible. Moreover, 
UUUn= V,,;u = u and so 
u” = u,-‘u. (34) 
7. ISOTOPES OF STRUCTURABLE ALGEBRAS AND THE P-OPERATORS 
Suppose u is conjugate invertible in (xY, -). Then, by Proposition 5.1, 
(&, T(“‘) is a conservative algebra of order 2 with left unit element. Thus, by 
Theorem 4.5, there is a unique structurable algebra (&‘, L(‘), l(‘), @) whose 
associated conservative algebra is (,,P, T’“‘). For brevity we write 
(~8, -)(U) := (&‘, L(‘), l@), z@)) and call (d, -)(‘) the u-conjugate isotope of 
(&, -). Our notation for any object associated with (d, -)(‘) will be 
obtained by adding a superscript (u) to the notation for the corresponding 
object asociated with (~2, -). Thus, pCU) := prCU,, ttU) := z~(~), utU) := 
uT(“) 3 lCU) := z&X(” :=RTCu), and YCU) := pT(“). Then, by (30) and (13) 7 
p(U)x = v,,, 22 (35) 
for x E ~2, 
$‘) = 2Id - p@), a’“’ = ptu)- 1+4 2 (36) 
and ZCU) and csO(“) are the + 1 and - 1 eigenspaces for z(‘), respectively. If x, 
y E &, we write x(,)y := xL(‘)y. Then, by (18) and (30), this multiplication 
is described explicitly by 
X(u)Y = Vx,uY if xER(“’ 
(37) 
= vx,uu(u)y - 2V,w,,& if x E YCU)I 
for x E Z(‘) U 9’) YE&. 
It follows from (50) that pl’ = T and hence (&‘, --)(I) = (,pP, -). Thus, 
P (I) = p, r(‘) = r, 0”) = 0, l(l) = 1, z(l) ~3, and _io(‘) = 9. 
For u conjugate invertible in (~2, -), define P, E End,(&) by 
Observe that P, = U,a = Id (by Lemma 4.2). 
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LEMMA 7.1. Suppose u is conjugate invert le in (-4, -). Then 
invertible with inverse P,, 
Prooj By (32), we have 
p(u)2 = u, fJ u (381 
AIso if we put x = u^ in (31) and apply both sides to u^, we obtain 
U,p”‘. Interchanging u and ~2, we have U,p”” =p”‘Ui, an 
u rw = $3 fJ 
fu o(u)2 - “(:,z 
and u o(U) = r~‘“‘u Thus, p-p = &r&)u fp) xz 
-P 
h&e”PP,Pc = Id. 
a2 = dz2 (by (36)) L’Td. ~~te~~ha*~~~~ u aid G, Ge aiso 
The P-operators are crucial in the study of conjugate isotopes because of 
the fokwing: 
%)ROE’OSlTIQN 7.2. Suppose u is conjugate invertible in (~4, -) and w, x1 
y E d. Then: 
(i) 27ze V and U-operators for (&‘, -)(‘) are given by Vzi, = Vx/,.f,,y 
and @Ty’V = U,yT yP,. 
(ii) w is conjugate invertible in (sf, -) tf and only l# w is ~~~j~~~te 
invertible in (sf’, -) w In that case, the conjugate inverse ofw iti (~4, -)(‘) ix , 
given by I?(‘) = P; ‘14. 
(iii) If w is conjugate invertible, then Puw is conjugate ~~ve~t~b~e and 
((&, -yyw = (&, -)wu~)~ 
Prooj: We have (T(U))(y) = (FU)U(“)y = T”U(a’U”y) T”” = IP (by (24>), 
where q = o(uF’(~)~u) = o.(V~,~~~~~ZL) (by (30)) = aP,y. ence, 
(po>‘Y) = pu39. 
Bn view of (30) this formula establishes (i). Parts (ii) and (iii) a!so follow 
from (i) and this formula. 0 
P,x = f(SU,x _ 2u, V,,, Ui’%> 
emark. (i) Suppose Cp is an infinite fiel and zZ+ is finite d~~e~s~o~a% 
over @. Then there exists a unique rational mapping P from & into 
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End,(d) such that the value P, of P at u is defined by (39) whenever the 
right-hand side makes sense (i.e., whenever U,, is invertible). Thus, P is 
homogeneous of degree 2 and 
{U E ~8’ 1 u is conjugate invertible} s {U E ;?p 1 lJ; ’ exists} 
s domain (P) E &. 
All of these inclusions can in general be proper, except possibly the first 
inclusion. If char @ = 0, one can show that the first inclusion is an equality. 
We do not know if equality holds in general. 
(ii) Suppose (&‘, L) is a (linear) Jordan algebra with unit element 1, 
and let t = Id. Then, (zZ’, L, 1, r) is a structurable algebra [ 1, Sect. l] and, 
by (9), the associated conservative algebra is (&, L). If u E &’ is conjugate 
invertible, then U,, is invertible and hence u is invertible (in the sense of [3, 
Sect. 1.111). Conversely if u is invertible, then VU-,,, = L,-,, + [L,_,, L,] = 
L, = Id. Thus, the notions of conjugate inverse and inverse coincide. 
Moreover, if u E &’ is (conjugate) invertible, then p% = I’,,,6 (by (35)) = 
V;,Ux = x for x E xZ’. Hence, p(‘) = r(‘) = alU’ = Id and P, = U,. Conse- 
quently, by (37), if we ignore the involutions, (_pP, -)(‘) is just the Jordan U- 
isotope of (_,P, -) (see [3, Sect. 1.121). 
8. ISOTOPIES AND THE FUNDAMENTAL FORMULA 
Suppose throughout this section that (&‘, -) = (&‘, L’, l’, r’) is another 
structurable algebra over Qi. When no ambiguity exists we suppress the 
prime in the notation for objects associated with (d’, -). We call 
a E Horn&z?, szf’) an isotopy from (~2, -) onto (&‘, -) if a is invertible 
and if there exists /? E Hom,(&‘, &“) such that 
au,, y = Uax,mrP 
for x, y E ~2. If we set x = 1 in (40) and apply both sides to 1, we obtain 
“VI,, = Val,ala and so Val,al = Id. Thus, al is conjugate invertible. But 
then setting x = 1 and y = 1 in (40) gives ,8 = 17;: au,, and so /3 is invertible 
and uniquely determined by CL Thus, if a is an isotopy from (&‘, -) onto 
(d’, -), we set 
& := U;: au,. 
In that case, & is invertible, 
(41) 
for x, y E ~2. We call & the inverse dual of a. 
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It is easy 60 check that if a is an isotopy from (Sp: -) onto (J&‘~, -) and ;J 
is an isotopy from (J&, -> onto (,,P”,.-), then y-l js an ~soto~y of @x?“~ -) 
onto (~8’~ -) with (a-‘)* = (&)-I and y o a is an isotopy of (d, -> onto 
(d”, -) with (y 0 a)- = F 0 6. 
LEMMA 8.1. Suppose a is an isotopy from (38, -.) onto (d’, -). en, 6 
is an isotopyfrom (d, -) onto (d’, -) with (C;)- = a. 
ProoyT Set /I := f5. Then, by (l), {x, y, {z, w, q}) - {zi w, {x, y, qj} = 
x: 4’3 z: w, 4 E d> where 
{az, p{ y, x9 w], aq}. But by (I), the left-hand side of this eq~at~Q~ equals 
1 {ax, Lvs az}, /hv: aq} - (a4 (Py, ax, Pw), a$}. erice, 
{az, {~y,ax,,8wJ,aq}. Setting z=a-ll and q=a-‘1 
U, is invertible, we obtain p{ y, x, w} = {/Iyy, ax, ,&I. 
PRoPosrTIoN 8.2. Suppose a is an isotopy porn (d, -) onto (d’, -) 
and suppose u E d is conjugate invertible. Then, a zd is ~~vertib~e~ 
(42) 
aP, = P,, 6. (43) 
ProoJ: Let ,8 = 6. By (41), we have aVu,; = Vau,BCa and so Va/rru,8u^ = Id. 
This proves the first statement and (42). Next observe that ap(‘)a-‘x = 
au, k.~^ u (by (35)) = UX,,;/3u (by (41)) = pI,,~~,Bu (by (42) wit 
by 8) = ,dDu)x (by (35)) for x E &‘. Thus, using (36), 
ap(“)a-l = (a P > G1z(u)a - 1 = 
+o 3 ae(u)a - 1 = (+au> (441 
Then. aP, = a U, P = a Vu@- 1~du’ = y (41) and (44) wirh c 
replaced by /I) = Uau~(uu)~ = P,u& 
THEOREM 8.3. Suppose u E d is conjugate invertible. Then, 
for x, y E sd. Thus, P, is an isotopy of (d’, -> onto itself with 
p^, = ,-=P;I. 
ProoJ Tn view of Lemma 7.1, we need only rove (45). Since by 
roposition 7.2(i), lJ,, y = ti<kP;’ for x, y E MS Id isolopy frsm (,,a, -) 
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onto (&, -)(‘) with inverse dual Pi’. Hence, by Lemma 8.1, Pi’ is an 
isotopy from (_pP, -) onto (&‘, -)(‘) with inverse dual Id. Thus, 
P,‘U, y = Vu’ P;‘x,P;‘y = uP;‘x,P~lYpu for x, y E d. 
Replacing x by P,x and y by P, y, this proves (45). m 
COROLLARY 8.4. Suppose u, w E ~2 are conjugate invertible. Then, P,w 
is conjugate invertible with (P, w)* = P; %, 
pu pw pu = PP,W fl (46) 
and the P-operator for (,pP, -)(‘) is given by 
P?’ = P K w P U’ (47) 
ProoJ: The first statement and (46) follow by applying Proposition 8.2 to 
a = P, . But since (~2, -)(‘uw) = ((~2, -)(u))(w), we have @fuw) = vi”‘Pp’ = 
U, P,P’,u’ (by Proposition 7.2). On the other hand, UT@’ = U, PpuW. Hence, 
p p@’ = p u w P,W’ Using (46), this implies (47). 1 
Remark. In view of Remark (ii) in the previous section, both (45) and 
(46) can be regarded as generalizations to structurable algebras of the 
fundamental formula for Jordan algebras. 
PROPOSITION 8.5. Suppose a is a mapping from AZ’ into A@“. Then, a is 
an isotopy of (_cP, -) onto (&I, -) if and only if a is an isomorphism of 
(d, -) onto (Ad’, -)‘““f or some conjugate invertible u’ E d’. 
ProoJ Suppose a is an isotopy of (d, -) onto (&“, -). Then u’ := 21 is 
conjugate invertible, and a(xTy) = au,,, 1 = U,,,,,&l = (ax) T’““(ay) (by 
(30)) for x, y E &‘. Hence, a is an isomorphism of (~2, T) onto (d’, p”)) 
and hence of (&‘, -) onto (&“, -)@‘). Conversely, suppose a is an 
isomorphism of (&, -) onto (&“, -)(“), where u’ E M” is conjugate inver- 
tible. Then, for x, y E &‘, au,, Y = tia<fay = Uax,nyPuIa by Proposi- 
tion 7.2(i). 1 
COROLLARY 8.6. Suppose a is an isotopy of (&‘, -) onto (s”, -) such 
that al = 1. Then, a is an isomorphism of (d, -) onto (d’, -). 
Proof. a is an isomorphism of (&, -) onto (&“, -)(“) for some 
conjugate invertible u’ E d’. But then 1 = al = l(“) = u’ and SO u’ = 1. B 
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9. THE STRUCTURE @ICOUP 
Let F(,xc?‘~ -) be the set of all isotopies of (d, -) onto itself. T 
I’(.dY -) is a group under composition called the ~t~~ct~r@ group of (.d 
The map c1-+ & is an automorphism of period 2 of I’(&, -)* Et follows from 
Proposition 7.2(i) that if u E A@’ is conjugate invertible then 
I’(~.&? -). If (&‘, -) is a unital Jordan algebra with the i 
involution, then 61(&‘, -) coincides with the usual structure g 
algebras (13, Sect. 1.121). 
h3fMA 9.1. Suppose E E End(&). Then, E f Strl(d’, -) if and only if 
there exists 6; E End,(&) such that 
1EY vx, ,I = VEX, y + VX,FY 648) 
for x, y E ,d. Moreouer, ifF E End,(&) and (48) hol& for x, y E &, then 
F=E”= U;‘EU,- U;“U,3,, - U;“U,,,, I 
ProoJ: We need only prove the last statement. Suppose F C? End,(&) 
and (48) holds for x, y E &. Setting x = I in (48) an appiying both sides to 
1 gives EU, - U,*E, = U,,,, + U,F and so 
F= U;“EU, - U,‘U, El - U,‘U. EI,l. 
Thus, it remains to show that F= E’. Now y (1)9 we can replace E by 
E - V,,, for a convenient choice of z, w E &’ ut it is easy to check that we 
can choose z E & and w = 1 so that El = ,,~ 1. In other words, we can 
assume El = 0. But then by (5Q), FI = 0. Setting y = 1 ) and a~p~y~~~ 
both sides to I then gives EVx,, I = VEx,l I for x 
(21d - r) E and so [E, r] = 0. But U, = 2r - Hd a 
this shows that F = E, But since El = 0, E’ = E, and so F = E’, 
S] for the algebra of dual numbers over (the unital algebra 
and relation a2 = 0). We can then for 
GQ4,s, 1 -) of the @[@algebra (LZ$,,,, -) := (d 
r 0, Id). Then, the structure Lie algebra can be rega 
of the structure group in the following sense: 
PROPOSITION 9.2. Strl(&‘, -) = {E E End,(d)/ Id + 6E E r(“2p01sI 9 -)), 
Pp.oo$ Let E E End,(d) and put a := Id + 6.E. Then, ce is invertible with 
a-’ = Id - 6E. Moreover, al = 1 4 aE1 and V,-,,,+8,, = YI,r i- 6V, EI - 
6V=,, = V,,, = Id, and so al is conjugate invertible. Therefore, ,Q := U;)aU, 
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is defined and invertible. But by the discussion at the beginning of Section 8, 
a E T(~~lsl, -) if and only if 
(a&, yP- l - k,,,,) z = 0 (51) 
for all x, y, z E &cDlsl (or equivalently for all x, y, z E &). Now p-’ = 
U;'a-'U = U;‘(Id - 6E) UI+SEI = U;‘(Id - dE)(U, + iXJ,,,, + 
SUE,,,,)=% - 6F, where 
F=U,'EU,-U;LU,~,-U;'U El,l’ 
Hence, the left-hand side of (5 1) becomes ((Id + 6E) U,,,(Id - 6F) - 
U x+mx,y+sEy) z = WJ,,, - ux,f- u~x,y - 4,& = ([ET &,,I - v,x,z - 
I/& y. Hence, by Lemma 9.1, a E r(~4&~1, -) if and only if 
E E Strl(&, -) as required. fl 
10. EXAMPLES 
In this section, we use (3.5), (36), and (37), to describe the conjugate 
isotopes, P-operators, and the structure group in two important cases. 
(1) Suppose Q, is a field and suppose (~2, -) = (&, L, 1, r) is a finite 
dimensional unital associative @-algebra with involution. Then, (-Pe, -) is 
structurable [ 1, Sect. 81. If u E ~2 is conjugate invertible, then U, is inver- 
tible. But U, = 2R,Lu~-L,c,u, = 2L,R,z-L,L,, =L,(2R,t-L,,). Since 
&’ is finite dimensional, it follows that L, is invertible and so u is invertible. 
Conversely, if u is invertible, it is easy to check that I’,-,,, = Id. Thus, if 
u E z?‘, then u is conjugate invertible if and only if u is invertible. Moreover, 
in that case, ~2 = ti- ‘. 
Suppose u E ~2 is invertible. Then, ,(“x = V,,,u (by (35)) = xtir..’ + 
z~~LTx - C-'fu = 2x - I..% for x E ~2. Hence, by (36), 
for x E JZZ. Thus, c#‘)x = 3x + <G- ‘2~ (by (15)) and an easy calculation 
using P, = U,,a"' and (37) gives 
P,x=utix and X(U) Y = XUY 
for x, y E ~2. Thus, ignoring the involutions, (&‘, -)(‘) is just the associative 
G-isotope of (jQ, -). 
If u E &’ is invertible, it is easy to check that L, U,,, = U~~,L,yLu~I and 
so L, E r(&‘, -) with L, = L,-,. But if a E r(&‘, -), then al is conjugate 
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invertible and so L;ia exists and fixes 1. This impiies that 
L;,“a E Aut(d, -). Hence, 
I-(&, -) = L d’Aut(.d, -)3 
where .M* = {U E J/U is invertible}. 
(2) Suppose kb is a field and (M, -) = (&, k, 1, r) is an octonion 
algebra over @ with standard involution. Tnen, (&, .-) is structur 
11, Sect. 8 ]. If U, x E A@‘, the subalgebra of ~4 generated by U, ~7~ X, and 
associative. ence. the argument in Example (I) can be applied here to 
conclude that u E d is conjugate invertible if and only if u is invertible (as 
defined for example in [S, Sect. 3.31). 
Suppose u E & is invertible. By the above remark,, we can conclude as in 
Example (1) that zi = G-l9 p% = 2x - K’ZU, 
P,x = uiix 
for x E JJ. We claim moreover that 
X(u) Y = w> Y 
for x, y E sf. To prove (53), we may assume that x, y E GFU~ ii 9”) 
.-X@) = z.-‘Z (by (52)) = @Q-l = @I(‘). Thus, since 
for (d, - y, (53) is clear if x E 2F) or y E 2F”‘~ ewe, we may assume 
A-, y E .Y@)* But then o(~)Y = - fv (by (15)) and so 3x(,, y = 
-v ys %vy.ux = (xii) y + (yU) x + (yX) 
y(fiju- 24724 + [JJ, X, U] - 21x, y; 24]- 
u - 2(x?) u = (ix%) y i (yU) x + 
But by (52), i% = - ii3 and 
-VU = - 12~2. Also in any octonion alg = --[z, 9, wj f-m 
z, q, w E Af’, Thus, 3x(,,y = (xii) y -t (y2c) (z@> - [yy CT x] -t 
2[& ii3 y] = 3(x22) y and so we have (53). Thus, again ignoring the 
is the left G-isotope of ( -j (see [+I])~ 
-). Then, crl is invertibl ut it is an easy exercise to 
show that any invertible element in an octonion algebra is the product of two 
(necessarily invertible) skew-hermitian elements. Hence, we may choose 
invertible s, t E 9 so that al = St. But then ,8 := L~..ik,~lcx fixes I and so 
p E A&(&, --). Consequently any element a of r(&‘: -) can be written in 
the form 
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where s, t E 9 are invertible and /I E Aut(&, -). Conversely any (Y of this 
form is an element of r(&, -). To see this, it is necessary only to check that 
L, E r(d) -) for s E Y (conjugate) invertible. We will see in the next 
section that this holds in general (or one can check it directly using 
Proposition 8.5, (53), and a Moufang identity). 
11. ISOTOPES RELATIVE TO SKEW-HERMITIAN ELEMENTS 
If s E 9, x, y E _pP, then 
[s, x, VI = - [x, & VI = 1x3 Y, sl (54) 
(see [ 1, Proposition 11). Intuitively this says that elements of Y behave like 
elements of an alternative algebra. In particular, we have versions of two of 
the Moufang identities, 
s[t, s, x] = - [s, ts, x] and [x, s, t] s = - [x, st, s] (55) 
for s, t E 5“, x E &’ (as remarked in [ 1, Sect. 71). In this section, we use 
these facts to describe explicitly the involution and multiplication in 
(&, --)o) for s E Y conjugate invertible. 
PROPOSITION 11.1. Suppose s E 9. Then, the following are equivalent: 
(i) s is conjugate invertible. 
(ii) U, is invertible. 
(iii) L, is invertible. 
Moreover, in that case, we have s” E 9, s” = - L; ’ 1, ss^ = & = - 1, and 
[$ s, x] = 0 (56) 
for x E 32. 
Proof. Part (i) implies (ii) by Proposition 7.3. If x E &‘, then U,x = 
2(s.f)s + s2x = 2s(B) + s(sx) (by (54)) = - 2ssff + s(sx) and so 
U, = L,(Id - 22) L,. 
Thus, (ii) implies (iii). Suppose (iii) holds. Let t = - L; ’ 1. Then, st = - 1. 
Hence, L,(ts + 1) = s(ts) + s = (st) s + s (by (54)) = 0 and so ts = - 1. 
Applying r to both sides we get sf= 1 and so L&t + f) = st + sf= 
- 1 + 1 = 0. Therefore, t E 9. Next L,[t, s, x] = - [s, ts, x] (by (55)) = 
[s, 1, x] = 0 for x E @‘. Therefore, by (54), [t, s, x] = [s, t, x] = [x, s, t] = 
[x, t,s] =o. Thus, vt,sx = - (ts) x - (xs) t + (xt) s = - (ts) x - x(st) + 
x(ts) =x + x -x for x E ~2. Therefore, t = s^ and so we have (i). 1 
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s(x, y] s = - {sx, sy}. (5? 
roo$ Mow if r, s, t, E ip, we have L,L, & trl(“Qf, -)y (L,L,)’ = -L,%,, 
an 
(L,L,)S Y = s(w) + r(ts) 
(see [2, Sect. I]). Also, by [2, Lemma2], VY,,x- Vx,sy=Ll,~,,L, fm 
x, y E d. Applying E we obtain 
V S-Y, Y- VW, = LAG yl . (3 
Thus, 2js.q sy\ = {xx, sy) - {sy, cc} = -P$,s + V&xs (by (3)) = 
-&L,,.,, )” 5 (by (58)) = - 2sjx, y } s. 
Remark. ding out (.57), we obtain s(xu;i s - s(yZ) 5: = ( 9s) ‘- 
(sy)(.?s) and so (57) is a weak form of the third of the classical ufang 
identities. 
hOPOSITKXV 11.3. Suppose s E 9, x, y E d. Then, 
L, ux, YLS = - ~sx,s, (54) 
Prooj e have L, V,,, + V,,,L, = L v,4,(s) (by the first equation of (2)) 
and so (by (3)) 
Ls VI, y + VYJLS = Lcsx, y, - (@a 
Thus, for 2 E d, (US,,,, -t L, ux, )JG) z = Kx,A + L, Vx,J Y = V$‘,,J~S - 
Vsz,Js + &x,szJ Y (by (60)) = (LA ,L + ~~s~,srJ y (by (58)) = 
L six,zJx+~sx.sz) Y (by (55)) = 0 (by (57)). 
THEOREM 11.4. Suppose s E 9 is conjugate i~~e~t~bie. Then, 
L, E T(d, -) and 22, = -L;’ = L,. Moreover 2$x, y E d, then 
and 
X(S) Y = s”(@x>(v>). 
Pro05 The first statement follows from Propositions 11.1 and 11.3. If 
u E ~8 is conjugate invertible, then L,?, = P,,L, by ro~osition 8.2. If we 
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set u = 1 in this equation, we obtain L, = P,L, and so P, = -L: = -L,,. If 
x E d, we have p(‘!, = Vx,ss” (by (35)) = - xss^ - bx - Es (where we may 
omit brackets by (54) and (56)) = 2x -SZs. Hence, by (36), r(‘)x= $2~. 
Finally, observe that L, 1 = s and so, by Proposition 8.5, L, is an 
isomorphism of (x2, -) onto (~2, -)(‘). Hence, if z, w E -oP, we have 
&z)(j) (L,w) = L&w). Th us, if we set z = Sx and w = @, we obtain x(;,y = 
s((.?x)($)). Replacing s by $ we have the last equation. 1 
12. THE CONNECTION WITH LIE ALGEBRAS 
Suppose (,pP’, -) is a another structurable algebra. We have the following 
analogue of (2). 
LEMMA 12.1. Suppose a is an isotopy from (,P, -) onto (d’, -). Define 
a,Y : Y + 9’ by a+ := +(as) a - i(al) E for s E 9. Then ay is a linear 
bijection such that for s E Y, x, y E -Pe, 
a(v) = aAs> +I and a&, yl = {ax, wl. (61) 
Prooj If x, y E &‘, we have 
Thus if s E 9, aL, = ia(U,,, - U,,,) (by (62)) = i(U,,,,, - Unl,,,> & (by 
(41)) = L njus~ 
WJx,, - 
(by (62)). But then aY{x, y} = La9u(x,y, 1 = aL,,,,,&-‘1 = 
u,,,> ~‘1 (by (62)) = Kx,ay - u,,,,,) 1 (by (41)) = iax, 4 
(by (62)), and so we have (61). If a9s = 0, then aL, = 0 (by (61)) and 
hence s = 0. Thus, a9 is injective. If s’ E Y’, then s’ = ax and 1 = ay for 
some x, y E zX’. Then, setting s := i{x, y ), we have a,s = i{s’, 11 (by 
(61)) = s’. 1 
COROLLARY 12.2. If (x2, -) and (SB’, -) are isotopic, Q, is afield, and 
dim,(&) ( co, then dim,9 = dim,Y’ and dim&?@= dim,&?‘. 
A Z-graded Lie algebra can be constructed from (d, -) by applying 
Kantor’s construction [4] to the conservative algebra associated with 
(d, -). This Lie algebra can be constructed directly from (,gP, -) as follows 
[12]: 
Let 9 be the @-submodule of End,(&) spanned by the Vx, y)s. By (l), .Y 
is a subalgebra of End,(&)-. Set J := {(x, s)]x E d, s E 9} and let .,# = 
{(x, s) -1 x E -Pe, s E 9) be a @-isomorphic copy of A. Put X(x?, -) = 
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“0 9 @.A? Let [,I be the unique ants-commutative 
(J, -) so that 9 is a subalgebra, 
[E, (x, s)] = (Ex, E%), [E, (x, $3 = (FX, EEss)-9 
i@> s3, (YY 41 = (0, 1x1 Y}>, Ic% d-9 (YY o-1 = !O, 1-c YLr, 
and 
t Cx, s), (y, q-1 = (-tx9 0s + vx’,, y + 
for E trl(d, -), x, y E A&‘, s, t E 9. 2-h 
over under [,I [2, Sect. 31. More 
) s) j s E j”}, X(d, -)-, := {(xx, 0)” /x E d), 
SF, qd, -)1 := {(x, 0) 1 x E d}, x&d, -)2 := { 
and X(&‘, -)[ := (0) for Ii/ > 3, we have Z(&, -) = 0 
and [X(d, -)i, X&d, -)j] sZ(d, -)i+j for i, j E 2; i.e., X(J4, -) is a 
Z-graded Lie algebra. 
Kantor [5, Proposition 31 has observed that X(XZ, -) and X(.H, -) are 
isomorphic (as graded Lie algebras) if and only if 
isotopic. The correspondence between isotopies an 
can be described explicitly as follows: 
~~Q~OS~TIQ~ 12.3. If a is an isotopy from (,lp, -) onto (JY’, -), t 
copping af : X(&‘, -) -+ A?(.%“, -), defined by 
a,((~, s)- + E + (y, t)) = @x, +A)- + C&T-’ + (uy, a,9 t)) 
R-004: The first statement is straightforward to c eek using (41) and 
Lemma 12.1. Conversely, suppose v : Z(dg -) 
iS rphism of L-graded Lie algebras. Then, there 
B om,(&, ~8) such that v(x, 0) = (ax, 0) and iv 
x E s&f. Then, for x, y, z E d, (aV,, yz, 0) = v(V,, yz, 
, 01, @Y, 0)-l, (w 011 = tVax,4Yaz, 0) 
t then v and CI~ agree on X(d, -)- I - )i and hence 
since X(&, -)- 1 @ Z(d, -)rgen 
e can now indicate an alternate proof of the first stat~rne~~ of 
Theorem 1 EA. Let E be the automorphism of X(j;P, -) such that (x, s)” i 
E + (y, t) -+’ (y, t)- + E’ + (x, s). Suppose s E .-‘Y is ~~~~~gate invertible. 
Then, (ad(0, s))” = (ad(0, $)>-)’ = 0 and so we can define 
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v := exp(ad(O, s)) exp(ad(O, s^>*) exp(ad(O, s)) E. One checks that v is a Z- 
graded Lie algebra automorphism of A?‘(&‘, -) such that V(X, 0) = (L,x, 0) 
and v(x, O)- = (Lix, 0)” for s E &‘. Thus, by Proposition 12.3, L, E T(d, -) 
with L:, = L, for s E 9 conjugate invertible. This argument does not, 
however, prove (59) for arbitrary s E 9. 
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